
CAUTION – POWER KITE

Easy to fly

Quality line and
handles included

Skill level –
beginner to expert

Large
120cm wingspan



Caution – this is a powerful kite!!!
If flown in high winds, stronger flying line other than the ones supplied will be required.
Not recommended for children under 12 without adult supervision.
Wind range 5mph – 20mph

Remove the Powersled from its bag and lay it on the ground in front of you with the
bridle lines uppermost with the narrow edge at the front of the sail pointing away
from you.

Identify the ends of the bridle lines and detach each half of the bridles from the loops
at the top edge of the sail. When you have finished flying always re-attach the bridles
to each other in this manner as it prevents them being tangled during storage.

Unwind ALL of the lines from the handles and tie a 15cm loop in each, then attach
one to each end of the bridle with a larks head hitch (see photograph). Hold the han-
dles without crossing them with the line connected to the left side of the kite in the
left hand and the right side in the right hand.

To launch your Powersled have a friend hold the kite in front of them with the narrow
edge pointing towards the sky as you gently pull back evenly on both flying lines. The
kite should fly from their hands straight up into the sky. When you finish flying rewind
the lines back onto the handles for storage.

Do’s and Don’ts
Don’t fly your kite if there is a risk of thunderstorms.
Don’t fly near overhead power cables.
Don’t fly above people or animals.
Don’t fly above 60m (200ft) altitude or within 5km (3 miles) of an airport.
Do have serious fun
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